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Abstract: Debris flow can cause damage only when its discharge exceeds the drainage capacity of
the prevention engineering. At present, most rainfall thresholds for debris flows mainly focus on
the initiation of debris flow and do not adequately consider the magnitude and drainage measures
of debris flows. These thresholds are likely to initiate numerous warnings that may not be related
to hazardous processes. This study proposes a method for calculating the rainfall threshold that
is related to a defined level of debris flow magnitude, over which certain damage may be caused.
This method is constructed by using the transient rainfall infiltration analysis slope stability model
(TRIGRS) and the fluid dynamics process simulation model (MassFlow). We first use the TRIGRS
model to analyze slope stability in the study area and obtain the distribution of unstable slopes
under different rainfall conditions. Afterward, the MassFlow model is employed to simulate the
movement process of unstable slope units and to predict the depositional processes at the mouth
of the catchment. Lastly a rainfall threshold is constructed by statistically analyzing the rainfall
conditions that cause debris flows flushing out of the given drainage ditch. This method is useful
to predict debris flow events of a hazardous magnitude, especially for areas with limited historical
observational data.

Keywords: landslides; debris flows; rainfall threshold; MassFlow; TRIGRS

1. Introduction

Debris flow is a powerful movement of sediment containing a large quantity of loose
materials, possessing significant destructive force that can result in devastating conse-
quences [1–4]. The formation and triggering of debris flow are closely linked to the process
of rainfall. Numerous studies have indicated that heavy rainfall is a major factor contribut-
ing to debris flows (e.g., Refs. [2,5–10]). As a result, the rainfall threshold serves as a crucial
indicator for the early warning of debris flows [5,6,11,12]. Currently, much of the research
focuses on determining the rainfall threshold at which a debris flow may be triggered
(e.g., Refs. [13–17]). For instance, Chien et al. [13] established the initiation threshold for
debris flows in Taiwan by collecting a large amount of real–time monitoring rainfall data.
Tang et al. [14] developed the I–D threshold utilizing a process–based hydrological model
for a valley impacted by wildfire in the San Gabriel Mountains. Berti et al. [16] defined a
rainfall threshold for the initiation of debris flows through observational rainfall events
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and hydrological models. Meanwhile, Li et al. [17] established a rainfall threshold based
on the critical discharge for the initiation of debris flows and the characteristics of the
S–hydrograph. It is important to note that the initiation of debris flows does not always
result in disasters. In the case of the Bailong River Basin, many debris flow catchments
have been managed with drainage measures to safely release debris flow materials up to a
certain extent. Only when the discharge surpasses the drainage capacity of these measures
can debris flows pose a threat. Relying solely on the initiation threshold for debris flows as
a rainfall forecasting criterion may lead to false alarms, thereby reducing forecast accuracy
and complicating the provision of precise warnings. Therefore, it is essential to establish
rainfall thresholds that consider the magnitude of debris flows in early warning systems.

Slope–type debris flows typically originate from shallow landslides triggered by rain-
fall [18–21]. The process of rainfall–landsliding–debris flow represents a succession of
interconnected hazard events. Various integrated approaches have been suggested to antic-
ipate this sequence of hazards. For example, Gomes et al. [22] fused the SHALSTAB model
(Shallow Landslides Stability model) with the FLO–2D model to identify unstable slope
locations and simulate their movements. Additionally, Zhou et al. [23] linked the TRIGRS
model (Transient Rainfall Infiltration and Grid–based Slope–Stability) with the RAMMS
model (Rapid Mass Movements Simulation) to replicate the hazard chain of rainfall–shallow
landsliding–debris flow. These methodologies illustrate that by linking slope instability
with the debris flow process, the hazard sequence can be accurately predicted. In this
particular research, we modeled the hazard cascade of rainfall–landsliding–debris flow by
integrating the TRIGRS model with the MassFlow model. Our focus was on the specific
rainfall conditions that trigger debris flows of a hazardous scale, enabling the identification
of a rainfall threshold beyond which significant damage may occur.

MassFlow is a comprehensive model that simulates mass and momentum conservation
for a two–phase fluid on an erosible substrate [24]. It can replicate the entire evolution-
ary process of mountain hazards such as landslides, debris flows, and mountain floods
(e.g., Refs. [24–26]). MassFlow simplifies three–dimensional computational challenges into
two–dimensional ones, thereby enhancing computational efficiency [26]. By considering
the designed drainage capacity of engineering measures in a debris flow catchment, this
study determined the hazardous scale of debris flows that could surpass the drainage chan-
nels and cause damage. Through the combination of the TRIGRS model and the MassFlow
model, we identified the critical rainfall necessary to trigger debris flows of this specific
scale, establishing a rainfall threshold for hazardous debris flows in this basin accordingly.

2. Study Area

The Bailong River Corridor lies at the junction of the Tibet Plateau and the Qinling
Mountains in China (Figure 1). This region is characterized by rugged and steep terrain, as
well as active tectonic movements [17,27–32]. Precipitation is concentrated mainly between
July and September, whereas spring and winter are relatively dry, with an average annual
rainfall of approximately 480 mm [33–35]. Residents in this area are confronted with a
heightened risk of debris flow hazards [36–38].

During the period from 15 August to 17 August 2020, an extraordinary rainfall
event struck the Bailong River. The rainfall persisted from 5:00 on 15 August to 10:00
on 17 August, resulting in an accumulated rainfall of 114.2 mm. The most intense rainfall
occurred continuously from 16:00 on 16 August to 8:00 on 17 August, lasting for 16 h with
an average rainfall intensity of 4.2 mm/h (Figure 2). Analysis of rainfall data spanning
from 1990 to 2020 in the Wudu area revealed that the frequency of such a rainfall event is
less than 1%. This intense rainfall event triggered multiple debris flows in the midstream
section of the Bailong River, with the Yangpingya catchment (YPY) being one of the areas
affected by debris flows.
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Figure 1. Location of Bailong River and the YPY valley: (a) the location of Bailong River basin (shaded
in orange) is located in the southern part of Gansu Province; (b) the Bailong River basin and the
location of the YPY valley. Zhouqu, Liangshui, Wudu, and Wen are important residential centers
along the Bailong River.
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Figure 2. Rainfall event in Wudu that occurred from 16:00 on 16 August to 9:00 on 17 August 2020.

The YPY catchment boasts a watershed area of around 0.63 km2, with a relative
relief of 738 m (Figure 3a). Primarily comprising fragmented Silurian phyllite bedrock,
the catchment also features some gentle slopes covered in loess. The weathered layer of
phyllite averages 1–2 m in thickness, while the loess layer can reach 2–3 m thick (Figure 3b).
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The predominant natural vegetation consists of annual herbaceous plants, with a few
cultivated lands on gentler hillslopes where the loess cover is more substantial. Notably, no
debris flow incidents had been reported in the past decade prior to the recent event in YPY.
Post extreme rainfall investigations revealed that the majority of landslides in YPY were
shallow landslides occurring mainly within the weathering layer of the phyllite. While
some remnants of large–scale loess landslides were present, most remained stationary
during the rainfall event (Figure 3a). The thin phyllite regolith and well–developed pores
and cracks create conducive conditions for rainfall infiltration, leading to shallow landslides
serving as the primary source of debris flow material in YPY.
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The primary channel of the YPY catchment exhibits varying steepness, ranging from
29◦ to 41◦ in the upstream section and 11◦ to 17◦ in the downstream section (Figure 4). The
channel bed surface comprises exposed phyllite bedrock with minimal loose materials,
meaning that nearly all debris flow material in YPY originates from shallow landslides.
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Figure 4. Longitudinal profile of the main channel of YPY. The average slope of each section is
marked with dashed lines. The red line represents the main channel, and the blue line represents
other channels.
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At the outlet of the YPY catchment, the channel connects to the Bailong River via a
culvert, with two roads traversing over it (Figure 5a). The culvert measures 4 m in height
and 5 m in width. Upstream of this culvert, a 4 m–high and 7 m–wide drainage structure
has been erected (illustrated in Figure 5c). The debris flow triggered by the intense rainfall
on 17 August 2020, traversed the drainage channel and culvert, ultimately entering the
Bailong River and forming a distinct alluvial fan. Notably, the debris flow left mud marks
reaching approximately 3 m in height beneath the bridge (as shown in Figure 5b).
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Figure 5. The pictures of the field investigation: (a) picture of the culvert; (b) mark of the mud depth
under the bridge; (c) picture of the drainage canal.

3. Methodology

This study introduces a methodology to ascertain the rainfall threshold for debris
flows triggered by shallow landslides, beyond which catastrophic implications may arise.
The approach integrates the TRIGRS model for pinpointing landslide–prone areas and the
MassFlow model for simulating the ensuing dynamics of debris flow movement.

Initially, we conducted a comprehensive analysis of slope stability across the en-
tire YPY catchment utilizing the TRIGRS (Transient Rainfall Infiltration and Grid–based
Slope–Stability) model. The TRIGRS model integrates the transient one–dimensional ana-
lytical solution for pore pressure response with infinite slope stability calculations [39,40].
By assessing variations in rainfall intensity, TRIGRS evaluates changes in pore water pres-
sure on slopes to ascertain the stability of both saturated and unsaturated infiltration.
Widely employed in slope instability analyses, the TRIGRS model offers valuable insights
into slope dynamics (Refs. [19,39–43]).

Through meticulous field surveys and the interpretation of remote sensing imagery
(including post–hazard Gaofen imagery), we distinguished three distinct slope types within
the catchment: phyllite regolith, loess, and bedrock (Figure 3a). The phyllite regolith has
an approximate thickness of 2 m, while the loess layer measures around 2.5 m in depth.
Parameters such as soil cohesion and internal friction angle values were derived from
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laboratory direct shear tests, while soil permeability was determined through field single–
ring infiltration tests. Please refer to Table 1 for the specific parameter values. Hydraulic
diffusivity (D0), a crucial parameter in the TRIGRS model indicating liquid diffusion within
the material, was empirically calculated based on the material’s water content. We adopted
the empirical formula proposed by Hou [44] for determining the D0 value

D0 = 0.0184e14.336θ (1)

where θ is the water content of the material; e is the natural constant; and D0 is the hydraulic
diffusivity, in which the unit is cm2/min.

Table 1. Input parameters at different property zones in TRIGRS. C is soil cohesion; phi is angle of
internal friction; Rizero is steady infiltration rate; Ks is vertical hydraulic conductivity which value is
equal to 100 times rizero [40,45]; zmax is the slope maximum depth; and depthwt is depth of water
table which is defaults to 0.8 zmax [39].

Property
Zones C (kPa) phi (◦) rizero (m/s) Ks (m/s) zmax (m) depthwt (m) D0(m2/s)

Phyllite
regolith 12 26 1.1 × 10−8 1.1 × 10−6 2.5 2.0 1.8 × 10−5

Loess area 20 35 9.7 × 10−9 9.7 × 10−7 2.0 1.6 4.6 × 10−6

Bedrock area 15 40 0 0 0 0 0

We proceeded to assess the effectiveness of the TRIGRS model by forecasting the
distribution of slope instability triggered by the rainfall event on 17 August 2020. Subse-
quently, we employed the MassFlow model to simulate the transportation and depositional
processes of the unstable slope units identified through TRIGRS. The material volume
was determined by multiplying the grid area with the soil thickness (2 m in average). By
conducting a back–analysis of the debris flow event on 17 August 2020, we established the
friction model and parameter values required for the MassFlow simulation. The criteria
for identifying a hazardous process relied on the volume of sediments deposited within
the channel and at its outlet. This sediment volume was proportionally converted into the
minimum number of unstable slope cells by dividing by a soil depth of 2 m and the grid size.
A series of simulation of slope instability analysis under different rainfall conditions were
conducted to obtain the rainfall conditions (with characteristic intensities and durations)
that can cause this defined number of instable slope grids. Finally, we employed the I–D
(intensity–duration) threshold model to characterize the fit between rainfall conditions
and the occurrence of instability, thus establishing the specific rainfall threshold for the
YPY catchment.

High–resolution orthophoto images of the YPY area were acquired using the DJI UAV
(M300RTK), following which the Photoscan software was leveraged to generate a precise
DEM. Subsequent processing and conversion in ArcGIS allowed for the rectification of
terrain irregularities stemming from road obstructions and material coverage. To optimize
simulation efficiency, the resolution of the DEM was fine–tuned to 5 m. The resulting DEM
(Figure 6) faithfully captures the topographical characteristics of the drainage channel at
the outlet of the YPY catchment.
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3.1. The TRIGRS Model

In the TRIGRS (Transient Rainfall Infiltration and Grid–based Slope–Stability) model,
slope stability is evaluated using the safety factor Fs. The classical safety factor Fs is defined
as the ratio of the soil’s shear strength to the shear stress at ultimate equilibrium [46]

Fs =
τf
τd

(2)

where τf is the shear strength and τd is the shear stress at equilibrium.
TRIGRS model uses an infinite slope model to calculate the Fs. When the depth is Z,

the calculation formula of Fs is expressed by the following equation:

Fs(Z, t) =
tan φ

tan δ
+

C − Ψ(Z, t)γwtan φ

γsZsin δcos δ
(3)

where C is the soil cohesion under effective stress; φ is the soil friction angle; δ is the slope
angle; γw is the unit weight of water; γs is the unit weight of soil; and Ψ(Z, t) is the pressure
head [47–49].

In the saturated infiltration zone, a value of Fs < 1 indicates that slopes are in an
unstable state, while Fs ≥ 1 indicates stability. When Fs = 1, it signifies that the slope is in a
state of ultimate equilibrium [46–48,50,51].

3.2. The MassFlow Model

The characteristics of mass movement in MassFlow can be described by the Reynolds–
averaged Navier–Stokes equations, which are written in the form of differential conserva-
tion equations as

∂ρ
∂t +∇·(ρu) = 0

∂ρ
∂t +∇·(ρu) = ∂

∂t (ρu) +∇·(ρu ⊗ u) = ρg −∇P +∇·τ
(4)

where ρ is the fluid density; u is the velocity vector of fluid; P represents the hydrostatic
pressure; τ is the shear stress tensor of fluid; and g is the gravity vector.

However, the MassFlow model does not consider the evolution of fluid density in the
z–direction. Instead, it represents the density in the control equation as the average density
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ρ, This method simplifies three–dimensional problems into two–dimensional problems,
ensures a sufficient description of the dynamic characteristics of the landslide movement
process, while also greatly improving computer efficiency [52]. It enables quick and efficient
simulation of large–scale landslide disasters. The average density formula is as follows:

ρ = (1/h)
∫ Zs

Zb

ρdz (5)

where h is the total mass height from the base Zb to the free surface Zs. Bring ρ into the
Reynolds–averaged Navier–Stokes equations and integrate it separately in the x–, y–, and
z–directions

∂(h)
∂t + ∂(h vx)

∂x +
∂(h vy)

∂y = 0

∂(h vx)
∂t +

∂(βvxvx h v2
x)

∂x +
∂
(
βvxvy h vxvy

)
∂y = gxh − kapgzh ∂(h+Zb)

∂x − (τzx)b-
ρ

∂(hvy)
∂t +

∂
(
βvyvy hv2

y

)
∂y +

∂
(
βvxvy hvxvy

)
∂x = gyh − kapgzh ∂(h+Zb)

∂y − (τzy)b-
ρ

(6)

where vx and vy are the component of the velocity vector in the x– and y–directions,
respectively; β is the momentum distribution coefficient; kap is the coefficient of earth
pressure; and τ is the shearing stress.

4. Results
4.1. Slope Stability of YPY

In order to validate the effectiveness of the TRIGRS model, we conducted simulations
to assess the distribution of unstable slope units in the YPY catchment under a constant
rainfall intensity of 4 mm/h—this intensity aligns with the average rainfall event observed
on 17 August 2020 (Figure 2). Figure 7 showcases the change in factor of safety (Fs) values
across the study area at varying durations of rainfall. When cross–referenced with Table 2,
it becomes apparent that prior to the rainfall event, Fs values across different zones in the
study area exceeded 1.2, indicating slope stability and a lack of motion. The areas with loess
composition exhibited higher Fs values, with the impermeable bedrock area consistently
maintaining the highest Fs value.

However, as the 4 mm/h rainfall persisted, the Fs values in the loess and regolith
zones gradually declined (Table 2). Following 3 h of rainfall, the regolith zones registered
Fs values below 1.2 for the first time. By the 5 h mark, Fs values in the regolith zones began
dipping below 1.1, and with ongoing rainfall, the prevalence of areas with Fs values below
1.2 steadily increased—an indication of diminishing soil shear strength. Subsequent to
12 h of sustained rainfall, certain regolith zones recorded Fs values below 1 (as depicted in
Figure 7d, Table 2), signaling the onset of slope instability. Nonetheless, at this juncture,
the unstable regions remained relatively limited and dispersed, hindering the formation
of significant shallow landslides. With continued rainfall, the proportion of unstable
areas incrementally rose, reaching 5.9% after 16 h, exhibiting a patchy distribution that
heightened the likelihood of landslide occurrence.

We observed that it took just 2 h for the minimum Fs value across the study area to
drop from 1.2 to below 1.1, whereas it required 7 h for the minimum Fs value to decrease
from 1.1 to below 1. This observation suggests that a higher volume of rainfall is necessary
for the slope to transition into an unstable state. As the groundwater level elevates due to
continuous rainfall, the soil’s initial permeability gradually diminishes toward saturated
permeability, resulting in a slower decline in soil shear strength and, consequently, a more
gradual reduction in the Fs value over time.
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Table 2. Area proportion of different Fs values under different rainfall durations.

Duration ≤1 1–1.1 1.1–1.2 1.3–1.5 ≥1.5

0 h 0.000 0.000 0.000 19.309 80.691

1 h 0.000 0.000 0.000 19.297 80.703

2 h 0.000 0.000 0.000 18.997 81.003

3 h 0.000 0.000 4.562 18.488 76.950

4 h 0.000 0.000 6.546 17.646 75.808

5 h 0.000 0.201 8.316 16.533 74.950

6 h 0.000 1.805 8.810 15.256 74.129

7 h 0.000 3.378 9.333 13.986 73.303

8 h 0.000 4.909 10.009 12.776 72.306

9 h 0.000 6.592 10.589 11.727 71.092

10 h 0.000 8.508 10.953 10.850 69.689

11 h 0.000 10.486 11.162 10.038 68.314

12 h 0.786 11.665 11.307 9.354 66.888

13 h 2.177 12.329 11.219 8.781 65.494

14 h 3.767 12.865 10.882 8.286 64.200

15 h 5.439 13.320 10.298 7.837 63.106

16 h 5.927 14.880 9.626 7.414 62.153

Notably, our observations revealed an expansion in the area with Fs < 1.2 within
the loess region under the persistent influence of rainfall. Nevertheless, the safety factor
remained relatively high, indicating the overall stability of the loess area in the study
site. Conversely, the Fs values in the regolith zones exhibited notable fluctuations under
the impact of rainfall, with Fs declining swiftly as rainfall intensity increased. This trend
suggests heightened susceptibility to shallow landslides in the regolith zones during intense
rainfall—an inference consistent with our previous field investigations.

Upon comparing the safety factor map after 16 h of continuous rainfall with the land-
slide interpretation derived from remote sensing data, we identified that 28 out of the
36 new landslides formed during this rainfall event transpired in unstable areas, constitut-
ing 77.78% of the total newly triggered landslides. The surveyed landslides encompass
8.2% of the overall catchment area, whereas the simulated unstable grid area accounts
for 5.92% of the entire catchment (Table 2). This level of predictive accuracy exhibited
by the TRIGRS model is deemed satisfactory, with the interpreted landslide boundaries
surpassing the actual landslide initiation zones.

In conclusion, the outcomes generated by TRIGRS align closely with the real–world
interpretation findings, underscoring the model’s reliability and validity in simulating
unstable zones within the YPY catchment.

4.2. Result of MassFlow Simulation

The initial material volume for the movement simulation in MassFlow is established
based on the outcomes of the TRIGRS model. A total duration of 150 s was designated for
the debris flow movement to replicate the entire sequence—from the initiation of movement
to the eventual deposition of the debris flow material.

MassFlow provides users with three friction models: the Coulomb model, the Manning
model, and the Voellmy model. The Coulomb model, rooted in the Mohr–Coulomb theory,
is a prevalent choice for landslide simulation due to its effectiveness. In contrast, the
Manning model, an empirical formula, is adept at estimating the average velocity of liquid
flow in open channels and is particularly suitable for highly flowable fluids such as floods.
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Lastly, the Voellmy model, an extension of the Coulomb model, integrates a turbulent
term to account for additional resistance stemming from turbulence within the flowing
fluid [53]. This model is commonly utilized in calculations related to debris flows or
avalanches [54,55].

In this study, we opted for the Voellmy model in the MassFlow simulation due to its
superior performance, as depicted in Figure 8. The required data and parameters for the
simulation includes DEM, the dynamic friction factor, and the turbulence coefficient. The
Voellmy model calculates the shear stress of the fluid according to the following formula:

τb = σµ+
ρgv2

ξ
(7)

where τb is the bottom shear stress; σ is the direct stress; µ is the dynamic friction factor;
ρ is the unit weight of debris flow and its value is set as 1800 kg/m3; ξ is the turbulence
coefficient; and g is the acceleration of gravity, and its value is set as 9.801 m/s2.
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µ and ξ are key parameters in friction simulation. To assess the efficacy of MassFlow
under various settings of µ and ξ, a comprehensive set of experiments was undertaken to
identify the optimal parameter pairing. The evaluation of results was carried out using the
Threat Score (TS), which takes into account the predicted area (F), the correctly predicted
area (H), and the observed area (O). The TS is computed using the formula [56,57]

TS =
H

F + O − H
(8)

Table 3 clearly indicates that Case 7 exhibited the highest TS values, signifying that the
parameters employed in Case 7 delivered the most optimal performance. The evolution of
flow depth and velocity at the midstream section of the catchment is illustrated in Figure 9.
Initially, at 10 s, the material begins to fail, rapidly descending from the steep slope and
achieving a peak velocity of 12 m/s during the progression. Subsequently, as the fluid
enters the channel, it gradually decelerates. The maximum flow depth is recorded at the
22 s time step, coinciding with the fluid’s arrival at the channel confluence where the terrain
descends, leading to contact and collision, culminating in a depth of 10.5 m. Figure 10
portrays the dynamic evolution of the debris flow based on the MassFlow simulation. At
2 s into the simulation (Figure 10b), all unstable slope units initiate failure and downward
movement, transforming the landslide material into debris flow. By the 40 s (Figure 10d),
the fluid within the gullies reaches the forefront of the drainage channel. As the simulation
progresses to 100 s (Figure 10e), the debris flow navigates through the drainage channel
and surges into the bed of the Bailong River. Ultimately, at the 150 s (Figure 10f), the entire
fluid ceases its motion, forming a deposit fan.
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Table 3. Corresponding TS values of different cases. Where F is the area of the simulated deposition
fan; H is the area that overlaps with the real deposition fan in the simulation results; and O is the area
of the real deposition fan.

CASE µ ξ H F O TS

1 0.1 500 4228.4 5063.028 11,079.77 0.354898334

2 0.12 1000 4230.3 6722.733 11,079.77 0.31168853

3 0.1 800 6051.37 10257.78 11,079.77 0.395871958

4 0.1 900 6228.8 10,426.47 11,079.77 0.407712287

5 0.09 800 7455.8 12,006.391 11,079.77 0.477007537

6 0.09 900 7605.79 12,057.949 11,079.77 0.489687405

7 0.09 1000 8695.45 8917.487 11,079.77 0.769385816
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The simulated areal extent of the deposition fan in MassFlow is calculated to be
8695 m2, exhibiting a deviation of 2384 m2 compared to the real scenario, with a true
positive rate of 78.5%. The leading edge depth of the simulated deposition fan ranges from
1 to 2 m, while the depth near the channel outlet measures between 3 and 4 m. According
to our investigation, the thickness of the front edge of the sedimentary fan is approximately
1.5 m, with the highest mud mark at the drainage channel outlet reaching 3 m. In result
of simulation, the majority of materials were deposited on the Bailong River bed, forming
an alluvial fan. Some sediment accumulated within the artificial drainage channel that
links to the natural gully, while some overflowed the channel. These results are broadly
consistent with the actual sedimentary conditions (Figure 10f). We ascertain that the volume
(1,995,050 m3) of materials deposited within the channel and at its outlet represents the
minimum magnitude required for a debris flow to impact the surrounding environment.
By dividing this volume by the soil depth and grid size, we calculate the minimum number
of unstable slope grids necessary to generate debris flows of this magnitude, ensuring a
quantity error tolerance within 1%. Consequently, the minimal count of unstable grid units
required to produce the specified debris flow magnitude falls within the range of 39,502 to
40,300.
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4.3. I–D Threshold in Study Area

In order to ascertain the rainfall threshold for debris flows comparable in magnitude
to the 2020 event in the YPY valley, we conducted a thorough simulation involving a series
of rainfall scenarios with intensities ranging from 1 mm/h to 10 mm/h and varying rainfall
durations. A total of at least 160 simulations were executed under diverse rainfall conditions.
Table 4 delineates the specific rainfall scenarios that met the criteria for triggering debris
flows, as identified through simulations utilizing the TRIGRS model. Notably, minimal
variations were observed in the rainfall duration necessary to simulate the corresponding
critical conditions for rainfall intensities exceeding 5 mm/h (Table 4). This observation
could potentially be attributed to the soil thickness parameter specified in the model. Upon
surpassing a specific rainfall threshold, the groundwater level within the soil ascends to the
surface, leading to a rapid elevation in the hydraulic head. Consequently, the Fs value of
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the pertinent grid diminishes, resulting in an accelerated reduction in the requisite duration
to reach critical conditions.

Table 4. Simulated critical rainfall intensity and corresponding duration by TRIGRS, also counting
the number of grids each.

Intensity (mm/h) Duration (s) Duration (h) Grid Number

1 156,600 43.5 39,703

1.5 108,800 30.22 39,790

2 82,900 23.03 40,149

2.5 70,400 19.56 40,234

3 62,900 17.47 39,435

3.5 52,600 14.61 40,063

4 47,000 13.05 39,773

4.5 42,200 11.72 39,867

5 38,500 10.69 39,945

6 38,370 10.66 40,013

7 38,230 10.62 40,157

8 38,160 10.60 39,994

9 38,120 10.59 39,922

10 38,100 10.59 39,938

Based on the I–D threshold model [5,16], we inputted the data into the formula and
fitted the curve as shown in Figure 11. The R2 value is 0.9993 for the fitted curve, indicating
a high degree of fitting

I = 78.386D−1.158 (9)

where I is the average effective rainfall intensity (mm/h) and D is the rainfall duration (h).
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5. Discussion

This study established a rainfall I−D threshold delineating the precipitation level
beyond which a certain magnitude of debris flow could occur. While numerous studies have
explored physical process–based rainfall thresholds for debris flow early warning [1,17,58,59],
much of the research has concentrated on sediment initiation criteria without directly
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linking the rainfall threshold to the debris flow magnitude. In regions requiring debris
flow early warning, protective engineering structures like drainage channels are often
constructed to safely convey debris flow materials of a specific magnitude. Consequently,
the rainfall thresholds based on sediment initiation criteria may underestimate the threshold
at which catastrophic consequences could ensue. Although detailed risk zonation studies
under varying rainfall conditions have been conducted in various regions [22,23,60,61],
the specific characteristics of the rainfalls necessary to trigger a particular scale of debris
flow remain relatively unexplored. This study proposes a methodology to establish rainfall
thresholds that quantitatively define the correlation between critical rainfall and debris
flow scale.

The proposed threshold is determined by integrating the outcomes of the TRIGRS
model and the MassFlow model. The rainfall threshold curve for inducing damage in the
YPY catchment is represented by I = 78.4D−1.16. As illustrated in Table 4, a rainfall intensity
of 1 mm/h mandates continuous rainfall lasting 43.5 h to generate debris flow events akin
to those witnessed in 2020. Notably, there exists a temporal discrepancy of 13.3 h between
rainfall intensities of 1 mm/h and 1.5 mm/h, whereas only a time differential of 3700 s
separates 4.5 mm/h from 5 mm/h. This observation suggests that slope failure triggered by
lower rainfall intensities, as observed in YPY, necessitates a comparatively longer duration
of rainfall. Conversely, as rainfall intensity escalates, the rate of slope failure accelerates.

The reliability of the simulation results is validated through comparisons with de-
position fans and mud marks formed during the event, affirming the model’s ability to
approximate the disaster progression. Parameter acquisition involved a combination of ex-
perimental data and simulation data. While certain fundamental soil mechanics parameters
and permeability parameters were derived from experiments, the remaining parameters,
notably the dynamic friction coefficient and turbulence coefficient, were calibrated based
on simulation outcomes. Notably, the TRIGRS model overlooks the influence of evapo-
ration, potentially leading to underestimation of rainfall conditions, particularly during
light–intensity rainfalls (1 mm/h). Moreover, the model assumes soil isotropy, which could
introduce errors in specific areas of the results (Table 5).

Table 5. Comparing the YPY rainfall threshold in this study with empirical thresholds in other regions
and their corresponding geohazard type [6,13,17,62–69].

Reference I–D Threshold Geohazard Type Region

Baum et al. (2005) [65] I = 82.73 × D−1.13 Landslide Washington, USA

Giannecchini et al. (2005) [66] I = 85.584 × D−0.781 Landslide Italian Alps

Ning et al. (2023) [62] I = 50.73 × D−1.004 Landslide Central Bailong River

Larsen et al. (1993) [69] I = 91.46 × D−0.82 Landslide the Greater Antilles

Dahal et al. (2008) [67] I = 73.90 × D−0.79 Landslide the Himalaya

YPY I = 74.255D−1.14 Debris flow Central Bailong River

Chien et al. (2005) [13] I = 115.47 × D−0.80 Debris flow Taiwan

Li et al. (2021) [17] I = 20.3D−0.87 Debris flow Central Bailong River

Marchi et al. (2002) [63] I = 15 × D−0.70 Debris flow Italian Alps

Zhou et al. (2014) [68] I = 66.36 × D−0.79 Debris flow Wenchuan earthquake–stricken area

Zhuang et al. (2015) [6] I =15.87 × D−0.5952 Debris flow Mountainous southwestern China

Caine (1980) [64] I = 14.82 × D−0.39 Landslide and
Debris flow World

By comparing this rainfall threshold with other thresholds worldwide (Table 5 and
Figure 12), we find that the YPY threshold is higher than the thresholds for channelized
debris flows in the Bailong River [17], in other similar areas of China [6,62], and in the
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Italian Alps [63]. On the contrary, it is lower than the landslide threshold given by Chien
et al. [13] and Larsen and Simon [69], and is similar to the landslide thresholds given by
Baum et al. [65], Giannecchini et al. [66], and Dahal and Hasegawa [67]. The debris material
in the YPY gully is almost entirely derived from newly occurred shallow landslides. Due
to the steep slope, few bed materials are available for erosion and transportation within
the valley. As a result, the debris flows in YPY differ significantly from those formed by
runoff initiation of bed materials [6,17,62]. Furthermore, the rainfall threshold in this study
is based on the conditions required to trigger debris flows of a given magnitude, so the
rainfall required for the formation of a disaster should be higher than the rainfall at the
initiation of the debris flow. The regions with similar thresholds to the YPY valley share
some common characteristics, such as abundant loose materials and shallow landslides
triggered by rainfall [65–67,69].
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6. Conclusions

In this study, we proposed a method to construct rainfall threshold for debris flows
of a defined hazardous magnitude. Specifically, we consider the slope–type debris flow,
which was transformed from shallow landslides in a typical catchment (YPY) of the Bailong
River Corridor, China. This method is constructed by using the TRIGRS model and
MassFlow model.

We first used the TRIGRS model to analyze slope stability in the study area and obtain
the distribution of unstable slopes under different rainfall conditions. The applicability of
TRIGRS in the study area was validated by comparing the simulation results of an extreme
rainfall occurring on 17 August 2020 with the image interpretation result of landslide
distribution caused by the same rainfall event. We then used the MassFlow model to
simulate the transportation and deposition process of the unstable slope materials caused
by the rainfall event. Comparing the simulated depositional area and depth with the
actual condition of the 2020 debris flow event indicated that the MassFlow model is able
to reconstruct the hazardous processes of the debris flow event. Subsequently, we set the
magnitude of the 2020 debris flow event as the threshold over which certain damage may
occur. The sediment volume of this debris flow event was calculated and transformed into
the unstable grids that are needed to produce such magnitude of debris flows. Lastly, using
the TRIGRS model, we simulated the critical rainfall conditions based on the judgment
criteria and fitted them with the I–D threshold to construct the rainfall threshold for debris
flows in the YPY catchment. The I–D threshold constructed in this study is given as
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I = 78.386D−1.158. We compared the obtained threshold with thresholds for other areas and
analyzed the differences.

The method proposed in this study only requires image interpretation, field investiga-
tion data, and some soil property parameters. It overcomes the difficulty of constructing
rainfall thresholds in areas with a lack of rainfall and debris flow observation data. More
importantly, it addresses the shortcomings of certain debris flow rainfall thresholds that
only consider the initiation of debris flows without a further consideration of debris flow
magnitudes and the control measures. Consequently, it can greatly reduce the false alarm
rate of debris flows. Furthermore, it enables issuing warnings for debris flow events of
different levels within the watershed, refining the levels of debris flow warnings, and
improving the accuracy of debris flow forecasting.
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